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IMPORTANCE OF ....  

The Gemara (Yoma 77a) determines that abstaining from washing 
is considered an affliction (for Yom Kippur purposes) from the 
Posuk: vphg apb kg ohre ohn – cold water on a weary soul. The 
Panim Yafos suggests that when Eisav said: hfbt ;hg hf he was 
referring to his hands, which he had not washed, and which he 
did not wish to wash, so as to retain uhag hsh ohshvu - the unique 
spiritual stain brought on by his murder of Nimrod. For this 
reason, Eisav asked Yaakov tb hbyhgkv – pour into me, since 
Eisav knew that Yaakov would be unwilling to place the food 
into his unwashed hands. The Gemara (Chulin 106a) relates that 
a certain Jewish restaurant owner would serve Jewish patrons 
kosher meat, and serve pork/Neveilah to non-Jewish customers. 
Once, a Jew entered his restaurant and did not wash his hands. 
The restaurateur assumed that he was a gentile and served him the 
non-kosher meat. The Gemara wishes to establish the importance 
of washing before a meal, from this incident. The MaHarik (88) 
asks, with all due respect to the importance of washing, shouldn’t 
a much more serious issue be raised here, namely that the patron 
was obviously dressed like a gentile, which violates several Torah 

ihutk, such as ufk, tk ohv,ueujcu and hudv ,ueujc ufk, tku 
among others. The MaHarik concludes from here that wearing 
clothing that is normally worn by non-Jews does not run afoul of 
the Issur of Chukas HaGoy as long as the clothing is modest and 
does not indicate some special event or source (such as wearing 
green on St. Patrick’s Day). The same rationale may explain why 
Yaakov seemed to be concerned with Yitzchok “discovering” that 
he was not Eisav after all, but was not at all concerned over 
wearing Eisav’s clothing, which should have been Assur under 
Chukas HaGoy. However, since the clothing (originating with 
Adam) did not suffer from either of the two conditions noted by 
the MaHarik, the Issur of Chukas HaGoy would not apply.    

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
When would a Tzibur with a Minyan not answer a single Amein 
during a regular Tefilah ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(When may one not wear a Yarmulka under his hat ?)  
The Mishna Berurah (301:153) states that normally, one may go 
out on Shabbos wearing a hat without fear that he may come to 
carry it if it falls off, since he would not walk 4 Amos bareheaded. 
However, if he is wearing a Yarmulka under it, he may not go out 
wearing a hat that is not tight on his head. a"g  

DIN'S CORNER:  
Before reciting the brocho over one’s Talis, one must make sure 
to examine the ,hmhm to ensure that all the threads are intact and 
connected properly to the Talis. If to do so would make one miss 
rucmc vkhp,, or if he is called up for an Aliyah, he may rely on 
yesterday’s checking, provided there was one, but should still 
make a cursory examination. If he takes off the Talis for a few 
minutes such that he would have to recite another brocho when 
putting it back on, he need not check it again. (MB 8:22)  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   

The Gemara (Yevamos 64a) asks why the Avos were initially 
unable to have children and answers that it was because Hashem 
was desirous of their Tefilos. R’ Ovadia MiBartenura reconciles 
two conflicting statements by Chazal pertaining to Tefilah: 1) The 
prayer of a sick person himself is more productive for him than 
the prayers of others (Rashi trhu 21:17); and 2) a prisoner cannot 
free himself from prison (Berachos 60b). R’ Ovadia explains that 
the Tefilah of a sick person is very effective when he is able to 
concentrate and daven with proper Kavanah. However, since a 
vkuj is usually distracted by pain, he is unable to do so, and as a 
result, the second Chazal unfortunately applies. Igros Moshe 
(z”gvt 4:73) states that if a man and his wife already have a son 
and daughter, and now wish to enlist medical assistance in order 
to bear more children, they may do so only to confirm whether 
they have a physical infirmity that prevents conception. If there is 
no such infirmity, they must conclude that Hashem simply 
decided to limit their progeny, and not view it as a punishment. 
They may however, daven that Hashem grant them additional 
children, without resorting to doctors. As we say on Motzai 
Shabbos kujf vcrh ubpxfu ubgrz - our children and money should 
increase like sand. The Vilna Gaon changes the txrhd from ubpxfu 
to ubnukau (our peace), and cr vagn changes it to ub,uhufzu (our 
merits) implying that perhaps one may not daven for more money 
than he has been given, but one may certainly daven for more 
children. Still, according to Rav Eliashiv t”yhka, if a woman 
wishes to undergo medical treatments to enhance her chances of 
conception and there is no health risk, she may do so, and others 
may help her.  

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
During the course of a Shiur that R’ Moshe Tzvi Savran was giving to 

some of his Talmidim, he quoted a certain Chazal, and mentioned its 

source in the Gemara. A local Dayan interrupted, claiming that Chazal 

never made such a statement. R’ Moshe asked him how long ago it was 

since he had last reviewed the Masechta in question. When the Dayan 

told him it had been half a year, R’ Moshe said that he hadn’t seen the 

Chazal in 17 years, but he proceeded to find it and prove he was right. 

R’ Moshe then turned to his Talmidim and explained to them that the 

Torah uses the words rufz and runa when referring to the Kedushah of 

Shabbos. Chazal obligate everyone (even women) in the mitzvah of 

aushe on Shabbos because vrhfzc ubah vrhnac ubaha kf - whomever is 

obligated to keep (guard) the Shabbos (by not transgressing) is also 

obligated to remember it (with aushe). From here we see, that one who 

is careful with the requirements of vrhna - not to sin, will be “covered” 

by vrhfz, and be granted the gift of memory. This is hinted at in the 

words: urfz, ignk ..... ofhbhg hrjtu ofcck hrjt uru,, tku - by not 

following blindly after one’s desires, one will be blessed with the ability 

to remember.   

P.S . Mazel Tov to the Schoenfeld family upon the marriage of their 
daughter Racheli and to the Zelcer family upon the birth of a grandson.  May 
they all enjoy much Nachas. Sholosh Seudos sponsored by the Sternberg 
family.     


